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Abstract 

In the Indian economy, agriculture plays a key role. India is one of the primary sources of 
revenue for many households dependent on agriculture. More than 75% of farmers in the Indian 
scenario pertain to tiny and marginal land transportation. So any productivity enhancement 
contributes to increasing the status and economy of Indian farmers. There is a lot of restriction 
on agricultural equipment now a day and it took more energy to function.It is aimed at producing 
and enhancing the design requirements of a multifunctional crop harvesting machine that should 
help farmers with smaller and marginal lands. In addition, there is a comparative analysis of 
manual harvesting, machine process and machine process suggested. The findings show that 
when comparing the manual technique and technique of the device, the suggested machine 
technique indicates a fairly excellent outcome. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The harvest is the cutting and collection method of the mature field crop. Harvester is a 
harvesting machine[1]–[6]. Different kinds of crop harvester, onion harvester, paddy harvester, 
tea harvester, potato mowers, wheat mowers and sugarcane harvester are accessible in the 
market. The following products include the crop harvesting machine; various grain crops can be 
harvested. These machines can operate at high velocity and are extremely effective. The plants 
can be harvested without harm. The onion harvesting machine is of high quality, so that during 
harvesting they can’t damage onions. These machines can harvest rooted onions with great ease 
and with enhanced rate[7]–[11]. Thus, these machines are in great demand in the market.The 
production of sugarcane is a farm machine for the harvest and processing of sugarcane. Sugar 
cane is a hardy plant that is grown in clumps of 1.25 to 7.25 cm in diameter and 6 to 7 m in 
height of cylindrical stalks. The stalks of cane grow upright until the stalk is too heavy to keep 
up. Then, it lies alongside and keeps growing upwards which leads to a mature cane field with a 
mesh pattern on top of itself.The stalks of sugar cane have a sapphire which processes sugar. The 
cane must be collected instantly after its initial growth period in order to guarantee the highest 
sugar content of 1 to 17 percent of its complete weight. Many of the wounds relate to machete in 
fields where hand harvesting prevails. These wounds can range from small cutbacks to body part 
cutbacks. The machete is also the most frequently used instrument for less qualified farm 
employees.Holding the machete sharp helps reduce wounds, as the worker doesn't have to move 
difficult with a sharp machete and can regulate the machete better. Working with cane can also 
lead to damage and eye cuts. Since cane is cultivated in tropical and subtropical sites, employees 
must also worry about the issues related to heat. The use of the needed protective clothing can 
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make this worse. These regions are also elevated sun exposure areas, which can lead in different 
kinds of circumstances for skin cancer. To limit or safeguard against sun exposure precautions 
are necessary. The toxic dangers that may lead to toxicity by skin absorption / inhalation can also 
include pesticides and other chemicals.  

 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION 
 

The aim of the project is to create a machine which is useful for farmers with less marginal land 
to perform operations, such as harvesting. Variation between the manual technique, process and 
the machine process suggested are defined below through observations of outcomes and 
debate.The labors required for the proposed machine method is less than the manual method and 
equal to machine method. Further, the machine method cannot be suitable for small scale farmers 
as it is economically not feasible.The time duration required for the proposed machine method is 
less than the manual method and more than machine method. The cost required for harvesting 
the one acre land is also less by using proposed machine method. 
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